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The game is a remake of the classic Settlers board game created by Klaus Teuber. Your objective is to build the most prosperous city and to lead your people to prosperity through a series of 20 episodes in the game. Unlike in the original Settlers, which had a single 20-episode storyline, the remake adds new characters with unique personalities and dialogues, a
new soundtrack with unique instruments and new scenarios. The graphics, gameplay, and interface have been substantially updated as well and have won very positive reviews. With its new features, the remake has been nominated for the Game of the Year 2011 by PC Games. There are a myriad of ways to play the game. In Adventure mode the player must
build and manage the Kingdom and explore surrounding lands. In the Heritage mode the player can select one of the four historical periods and control their development. Although these modes offer two types of gameplay and amount of game, they do not fall into the traditional story-driven strategy gameplay model. In the Skirmish mode the player sends

armies to attack a foe and destroy their structures. They can play the Skirmish game in random game mode. You can travel by roads as well as by water to the various places. You will be amazed with the variety of houses and the selection of buildings. If you have ever liked Minecraft, the settlers will let you experience almost everything similar to this game. Each
of your homes has a production chain and the buildings consist of various stages of production. Some buildings are better than others and that will depend on the skill you have.
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The Settlers 7: Paths to a Kingdom is a unique form of strategy, which combines the traditional elements of the genre with the challenge of creativity. In a world of computer opponents, so the basis of the game lies in the use of gameplay, your own judgment, skill and attention to details. Players will need to master
various possibilities. The Settlers 7 is a real-time game. Try playing in Game mode! A public gaming room for now only available in English, but due to community demand will be available in all languages. Meanwhile, the game in Russian. Info Everyone who has played Settlers once on PC can already play Settlers 7 with
ease. The Settlers 7 is an all-encompassing and comprehensive source of fun for all ages and types of gamers. A happy game experience is guaranteed! The new and improved builders, traders, settlers, and much more are already on offer to you. The art style is already very close to that of the Settlers 5 and 6, and was

selected for the game very deliberately to create a high-quality experience for a modern strategy game. Even if it isn't the biggest fantasy series in the world, certainly the Settlers are among the best-kept secrets in the history of PC gaming. The Settlers 7 promises to be the ultimate version of the Settlers series. The
Settlers 7: Paths to a Kingdom is a completely new game for the series. The Settlers 7: Paths to a Kingdom will offer everything the fans of the Settlers and the old games have come to know and love. Even if some of the quirks of the old games have been left in the past, new features and elements have been

implemented in the new game. The Settlers 7: Paths to a Kingdom will offer the same enjoyable atmosphere, depth of gameplay and simple, intuitive interface that has made the Settlers series very popular, but updated to the latest technologies. 5ec8ef588b
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